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Mid-Session Update
March brings us closer to the mid-point of the 2019 Legislative
Session and the start of Legislative Deadlines. The First Policy
Deadline arrives Friday, March 15th. At that point, policy bills
must have cleared all policy committees in either the House or
Senate. Unlike previous sessions where the Second Policy
Deadline followed the week after the first, this year Leadership
has provided two weeks between the First and Second Deadlines. On March 29th, policy committees will complete their
work for the 2019 Session and all policy bills need to have
cleared policy committees in both bodies. At that point, finance committees will have until midnight, April 12th to complete their work. The Legislature will begin their Easter/
Passover Break on April 13th – and will return on April 23rd.
Legislative Leaders and the Governor announced an additional
set of Legislative Deadlines, these new deadlines are unique
to the 2019 Session. Leaders and the Governor hope these
additional dates will bring greater transparency to the session
ending negotiations.
•
•
•

May 1st. All budget bills passed from floors and conference
committees appointed
May 6th . Budget Targets set for Conference Committees,
agreed upon by the Governor and Legislative Leadership
May 13th. Budget Conference Committee Reports returned to
floors of House and Senate for final action
(continued on page 4)

March Madness
Finally, March Madness is here. Just like most years, I
am sure my bracket will be busted early? Normally, I try
and pick many upsets (being normal isn’t fun but is
risky). I have a feeling more surprises are in store for
the NCAA Men’s Basketball tournament this year than
any other year? Did you know, a Number 11 seed has
never made it to the Final Four? I believe the quote
from Dum & Dumber is: “So you are saying there is a
chance?”

In all reality, March Madness is what we call events at
the Capitol in St. Paul. MSSA lobbyist Todd Hill has
been working tirelessly. Please see Todd’s mid-session
legislative report inside this month’s Newsline.
A week ago, MSSA members Chris Hickle, Lonnie
McQuirter and I attended NACS’ Annual “Day on the
Hill” meeting with Minnesota members of Congress.
What a great opportunity to meet with our members of
Congress discussing issues in our industry such as
FDA’s plan to omit C-stores from selling e-cigarettes,
EV’s (Electric Vehicles) and Privacy and Data Security.
More information about our trip is forth-coming in the
April Newsline .
MSSA Annual Meeting is on Thursday, April 25th,
11:00am at Burger Moe’s in St. Paul. If you have not
sent in your board ballots and RSVP’d to the Annual
Meeting, please do so in the next few weeks.
The younger generation of MSSA members hoping to
win one of three $500 scholarships, please submit your
application (s) by April 22nd. After all- Time is not on
your side.
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Last week, the Legislature sent two bills to the Governor for his signature. The first, was a $103 million bonding bill
primarily for clean water projects. The projects were funded last year, however recent litigation regarding the funding
source used to pay for the bonds had delayed the projects. The legislation used a different funding source and allows
these projects to move forward. The other bill provided the Walz Administration $13 million in deficiency funding needed to continue work on the failed Minnesota Vehicle and Licensing Registration System. This is the latest date in recent history for the legislature to send their first bill to the Governor. For all the early talk by Legislative Leaders and
the Governor about the need for easy and early victories, the challenges in getting these non-controversial bills
through the process indicates resolving differences is going to be extremely challenging.
While passing bills has been difficult this session, members of the Legislature have been introducing legislation at a
record pace. The historical average for bills introduced by March 7 is 1,553 in the House and 1340 in the Senate. The
following chart will give some historical reference to the frantic pace of legislative introductions this session:
Historical Bill Introductions – March 7TH
Historical Average

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

2019

House

1553

1404

950

1388

1533

2221

2284

Senate

1340

1240

649

1193

1447

1894

2225

March 19th will bring an end to the Special Elections and provide for full membership in the House and Senate. With
GOP Rep. Jason Rarick winning the February Special Election in Senate District 11, the Governor has called for the
Special Election to fill the open 11B House seat to take place on March 19th. The Republican Candidate was determined after a Primary on March 5th. The DFL endorsed House candidate faced no primary opposition. Republican
candidate Nathan Nelson will now face off against his DFL opponent Tim Burkhardt.
Budgets, Bonding and the Shrinking Surplus
In his One Minnesota Budget, Governor Walz presented an increase in spending, taxes and a $1.3 billion bonding bill
to the Legislature for their consideration. Following the formal release of his budget and bill introductions, committees
began hearing state agency presentations and started the review of the Governor’s spending priorities. The Governor
proposed spending $49.5 billion over the next biennium, which is nearly $4 billion, or roughly an 8% increase in spending. To cover his spending, the Governor will raise revenues through an increase in Corporate Tax collections as a
result of adopting portions of Federal Tax Conformity, a 20 cent/gallon increase in the gas tax and the re-instatement
of the 2% Provider Tax which has historically been used to fund public health programs and is set to expire at the end
of 2019.
While DFL House Leadership has embraced many of the Governor’s spending proposals, leadership in the GOP controlled Senate and the House Minority were quick to rename the Governor’s proposal One Expensive Minnesota. In
addition to the Governor’s spending proposals, the Walz Administration is also proposing several new labor mandates
on Minnesota employers.
The Governor’s budget proposal became more challenging with last week’s release of the February Budget and Economic Forecast. The latest forecast projects the $1.5 billion surplus announced in November, has shrunk by $492 million. A slowdown in economic growth and lower than expected revenue collections leaves $1.052 billion in surplus
funds for the next biennium. While corporate tax collections are expected to exceed projections by $130 million in the
current biennium and $262 million in the 20-21 biennium, income taxes look to have a sharp decline of $403 million in
the current biennium and $571 million in the next. More concerning is the projected $11 million deficit in the 20222023 biennium. Minnesota law prohibits the inclusion of inflation in spending but not revenue in budget forecasts, if
inflation was included, Minnesota spending would increase by $1,097 billion in 2021-2022 and $2.694 billion in 20222023 leaving a large hole in the out-year biennium.
In his budget proposal, Governor Walz left $798 million on the bottom line to address any changes in the February
Forecast. That decision should minimize his need to present a revised budget for the 20-21 biennium, however the
projected deficit in the out-years may require some modifications to his proposed budget. The forecast suggests the
Governor would be better off focusing on one-time spending which doesn’t create spending tails. On an encouraging
note, the state does have $2.4 billion in budget reserves.
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By the numb-ers: This winter in Minnesota
Here's a look at the impact the cold and snow, especially recent snowfall, has had on the region: mid to
late February 2019.
3:
4:
5.3:
7:
8:

Daily snow records set at the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport in February.
Rank of 2019 snowfall (so far) when compared to every February dating back to 1875.
Inches of new snow measured at the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport as of noon on Tuesday.
Rail breaks on Metro Transit's Blue and Green lines. There are usually one or two per winter.
Days with a temperature never rising above zero in Grand Forks, N.D., — the 13th longest such
stretch on record, which ended Monday.
10: Minnesota State Patrol squads struck and damaged this month.
22: Inches of snow in Duluth in the last eight days — the annual average is 86 inches.
43: Minnesota Department of Transportation snowplows struck and damaged on state roads this
winter.
70: Plows St. Paul deploys per shift during snow operations.
181: Crashes reported to the Minnesota State Patrol from 10:30 p.m. Monday to 10:30 a.m. Tuesday.
216: Plows and trucks out on the streets of Minneapolis since Saturday night.
1,800: Lane miles of streets St. Paul plows have to clear during a snow emergency.
2,598: Cars towed to impound lots in Minneapolis and St. Paul since the end of January.
3,200: Lane miles of streets Minneapolis plows have to clear over a three-day snow emergency.
5,038: Snow emergency tickets written in St. Paul in the last two snow emergencies.
11,161: Snow emergency tickets written in Minneapolis in the last two snow emergencies.
20,377: Calls to the Minnesota State Patrol this past week, ending Sunday night.
$54.8 million: What the Minnesota Department of Transportation has spent so far on winter road
maintenance — $62.2 million was spent by the same time last year.
Source: MPRNews.org
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Minnesota Petroleum Service
www.mnpetro.com

24 Hour
Emergency
Service

24 Hour
Emergency
Service

Proudly Servicing The Central Minnesota Areas.

Proudly Servicing

RubyCi
The

Minnesota Petroleum offers you a
knowledgeable
Service
and

Automotive & Lubrication Equipment

RubyCi

The Ovation²™
Fuel Dispenser

The combination
of POS & Site
Controller.

The combination
of POS & Site
Controller.

Our Service and Sales Teams are ready to assist you with all of
your Petroleum Equipment needs and do whatever it takes to
keep your business running smoothly.

Compliance
Testing
Services

Full Vacuum
Truck
Services

Minnesota Petroleum Service
682 39th Ave NE, Columbia Heights, MN 555421
Phone: 763-780-5191 888-797-7677 E-Mail: sales@mnpetro.com

LED Lighting Upgrades

Tank Monitors

Complete Line of Parts

Independent Petroleum Service
Two Locations To Serve You

Brainerd: 218-829-2745

Bemidji: 218-333-3538

88% of Repair Shops Investing to be More Competitive
Over 88% of repair shops are making investments to be more competitive, according to
a new IMR Insight report titled "How Repair Shops Are Investing." According to IMR's research ...
of shops with one to three bays are investing;
of shops with four to seven bays are investing;
of shops with eight or more bays are investing;
of shops with owners age 45 and younger are investing;
of shops with owners age 46-55 are investing;
of shops with owners age 56-65 are investing;
of shops with owners age 66 and older are investing
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Enbridge receives permit timelines from the State of Minnesota
Enbridge continues to engage with permitting agencies and the Walz Administration on remaining State permits needed to begin construction on the safety-driven replacement of Line 3 in Minnesota. The schedule presented Friday, March 1 to Enbridge by the Administration now includes
specific timelines. The Administration has indicated it expects the full review of remaining permits, including stakeholder input, to be completed by this November. Enbridge anticipates that
the remaining federal permits will be finalized approximately 30-60 days after that. Based on this
permitting scenario, we now expect an in-service date in the second half of 2020.
We are pleased to have a firm schedule from the State on the timing of the remaining permits.
We support a robust and transparent permitting process that includes opportunity for input from
the public, and we will continue to work closely with State officials during this process.
The Line 3 Replacement Project is one of the most studied pipelines in Minnesota's history. This
safety-driven maintenance project means there will continue to be a secure and reliable source
of crude oil to area refineries that supply essential fuels like gasoline, diesel and other products
used by Minnesotans every day. This $2.6 billion private infrastructure investment will also provide benefits to northern Minnesota communities in the form of thousands of jobs, millions of dollars in local spending, and property tax revenues for years to come that support vital services
such as building and maintaining our roads, funding our emergency services and public transit.
We want to thank Minnesotans across the state, including Tribes, unions, local landowners, and
the counties and municipalities along the right of way for their continued support.
The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission approved the Certificate of Need and Route Permit in
June 2018 and unanimously denied petitions to reconsider the decisions.
Enbridge's Economic Impact in Minnesota

Enbridge's ongoing operations and planned projects continue to stimulate our local and regional
economies. Through procurement spending, we're helping to create indirect employment, support local businesses, and establish economic spinoffs. In 2018:
• Our capital expenditures in Minnesota, on such items as pipe steel, equipment purchases and
replacement, system integrity-related investments, and capital leases, exceeded $447.2 million.
• Our operating and administrative expenditures in Minnesota, such as maintenance costs,
equipment leases, power consumption, and field personnel salaries and wages, exceeded $160.5 million.
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MSSA Annual Meeting
Thursday, April 25, 2019
Held at Burger Moe’s
242 7th St W.

St. Paul, MN 55102
Meeting at 11:00am
Lunch to follow
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Big Oil Makes a Major Retail Statement
Through direct operations and supply deals, oil companies are revisiting c-store opportunities By Samantha Oller, Alaina Lancaster and Jackson Lewis on Mar. 18, 2019 (CSP News)
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- The customer entered the convenience store—a Shell-branded site with a 2,200square-foot box—and was genuinely confused.
“He walked in and he was like, ‘Whoa—where the hell am I?’ ” says Steve Estepp, president of Estepp
Energy LLC, Lexington, Ky., a Shell distributor for more than 40 years and owner of the store in Louisville, Ky., with a laugh. “He’s like, ‘I thought I was in a Shell.’ ”
The confusion was understandable. The Shell-branded canopy in front says Big Oil. The Shell Select
store in back, complete with its sleek, glass-fronted exterior, chef-inspired foodservice offer, locally
roasted coffee, outdoor seating area and ceramic dishware, says high-end convenience.
It’s exactly the kind of reaction Shell is hoping to get from customers as it reintroduces itself as not just a
fuel brand but also a retail presence. “When we see people walking through the door, the first impression they get is, ‘Oh, my God, what is this?’ ”Gyongyver Menesi-Bondar, head of convenience retail for
Houston-based Shell Oil Products U.S., told CSP during a recent visit to the first Shell Select in the United States.
“When they come in, it’s a very different atmosphere, look, feel and the lighting. … The format and colors—it’s not as loud as you’d see [at a traditional gas station]. There’s not a lot of different signage and
brands.”
In other words, the site, which opened in September 2018, does not resemble the Big Oil c-store of
old—no cookie-cutter assortment, large logos or primary colors to be found. Instead, it represents everything Shell has learned about the art of retail across its massive global business, which spans 44,000
branded locations in 80 countries, since it sold its last U.S. company-operated site in 2004.
That year, George W. Bush became president and oil began a multiyear, record-breaking run-up in prices thanks to higher demand and geopolitical tensions. And the Big Oil companies—Shell, BP, ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips and Chevron—were in the process of selling off the bulk of their once-massive retail
empires.
“There are five major oil companies and six private-equity firms in search of the next
Thorntons.”
It was a decision driven by retailing fundamentals, says Joe Petrowski, a senior adviser and director of
fuels for Yesway, West Des Moines, Iowa, and former CEO of Cumberland Farms and Gulf Oil. This begins with the difficulty of managing real estate from a distant corporate headquarters, sometimes in another country.
“Retail is detail and … tough to manage from thousands of miles away from the local market,” Petrowski
says. Meanwhile, the convenience-store industry was changing, pursuing more sophisticated foodservice offers as demand for tobacco continued to flatten.
“Major oil was especially bad at foodservice, which is critical to modern convenience retailing and was
made worse by branding the food and convenience with their brand,” he says. The return on investment
on upstream investments, meanwhile, dwarfed retail, especially as oil prices continued to rise.
Most big oil companies sold off sites to their distributors, dealers and private operators, with Chevron
being one of the only ones to hold onto a core of sites [CSP—Feb. ’19, p. 24]. “New era” operators—
large, regional and privately owned—stepped in to lead on c-store retail.

(continued on next page)
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But a decade later, the fundamentals have shifted back again in U.S. retail’s favor. The reason: Flattening demand for gasoline in the United States and record-setting production runs in 2018 by refiners have
created a domestic supply glut. For these refiners, Big Oil companies among them, finding a home for
the fuel is becoming increasingly attractive.
“A lot of refiners, if you give them a truth serum … you’d find are envious of the Marathon model,” says
Tom Kloza, global head of energy analysis for Oil Price Information Service (OPIS), Gaithersburg, Md.
He is alluding to Marathon Petroleum Corp.’s ownership of the Speedway c-store chain, which, with
2,900 stores, will have pushed through an estimated 7.8 billion gallons of gasoline in 2018.
This number will grow as Marathon begins to rebrand the company-owned and -operated sites it gained
in 2018 from its acquisition of Andeavor to the Speedway brand. The retail ops also survived a 2016
challenge by an activist investor who encouraged Marathon to spin off Speedway. “When you have a lot
of retail that you can move domestic production of gasoline through, that’s a good thing,” Kloza says. It’s
better to sell [gasoline] through retail, where the price can be more tightly controlled, than on the spot
market, where refiners may be forced to sell at a big discount.
“Now what major oil misses is the guaranteed and rateable offtake from a convenience chain,” Petrowski
says, adding that “the hunt is on” for large chains with large fuel volumes. BP and ArcLight Capital Partners’ new, nonoperating joint venture to buy the 191-store Thorntons chain can be viewed in this context. Petrowski estimates Thorntons’ fuel volumes at 320 million gallons per year, and he cites its skilled
management team and respected brand as assets. (Petrowski partnered with ArcLight on its 2015 acquisition of Gulf Oil from Cumberland Farms, but he played no role in the Thorntons deal with BP.)
“My instincts tell me this isn’t the last deal they’ll do to find a home for gasoline,” says Kloza. “I suspect
that as retail comes up for sale, you will see other multinationals and refiners do that.” Many of these
companies, he says, “are looking at retail as a temporary crown jewel.”
This is not to say that Big Oil is making a mass migration back to retail; most of them have given no sign
they are interested in a return. And not every downstream endeavor will involve company-owned and operated stores. But even the limited retail maneuvers of a couple of oil giants is enough to cause tremors in the landscape and M&A dynamics of the c-store industry. And as the Shell and BP examples
show, there is more than one way to do retail.
Shell Makes A Statement
For Shell, the decision to recommit to retail in the United States is in part a hedge against a future in
which its traditional, core product—oil and refined fuels—will be disrupted.
In 2018, parent company Royal Dutch Shell, The Hague, Netherlands, announced it was investing $7
billion to $9billion per year in a downstream strategy to expand its global c-store network by 25% to get
ahead of a looming peak in oil demand. As part of this effort, it would aim to reach a 50/50 balance
between its revenues from fuels and nonfuels, as it seeks to futureproof itself from disruptive forces such
as the electrification of transportation and the mobile-driven, on-demand retail model.
With the United States home to 14,000 Shell-branded sites—the most of any country—it must play a
major role in this effort, says Menesi-Bondar of Shell Oil Products U.S.
“That new reality is happening every day, wherever you go, globally, so certainly our interest and intent
is to accelerate this rather than slow it down,” she says of the retail focus.
(continued on page 14)
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Over the past 15 years, Shell had been growing its branded site count in the U.S. through the wholesaler
channel and assorted joint ventures. It also focused on its premium gasoline offer, Shell V-Power Nitro+,
growing its Shell Fuel Rewards loyalty program, and even piloting mobile fueling through the Shell TapUp app. But there was a piece of the Shell brand experience lacking consistency: the store, which at
most Shell-branded sites is a hodgepodge of distributors’ own brands.
“The brand experience needs to be more than about the branded forecourt and fuel quality,” says Menesi
-Bondar. “From the consumers’ point of view, they recognize that a big company and a global brand is
behind the offer, and that lends additional credibility to what we’re bringing to the market.” Enter Shell
Select, the company’s retail brand from overseas, which is now making its debut in the United States.
The importance of nailing Shell’s reintroduction as a retail brand to U.S. customers—many of whom may
still remember the conventional gas station of old—is reflected in the attention given to its design.

“From the outside, because Shell has been gone from the U.S. for so long, we really wanted to do something that was a bit disruptive,” says Joe Bona, president of Bona Design Lab, New York, which created
the prototype design. “We had visually needed to let people know that this wasn’t just a gas-station convenience store, that this was something meaningful.” On the outside, that means a sleek, modern design
with expansive windows, a natural color palette and an outdoor seating area with free Wi-Fi and piped-in
music.
Inside Shell Select, the foodservice offer—Deli by Shell’s freshly prepared sandwiches and espressobased beverages—is the highlight. The menu includes everything from an andouille sausage hoagie to a
vegan Philly cheesesteak wrap, salads, breakfast offers such as the top-selling bacon “sconewich,” and
local treats such as gourmet doughnuts from Louisville-based Nord’s Bakery and coffee from Good Folks
Coffee Co.
This focus on localization, premium foodservice—think breakfast sandwiches that start at $3.99 advertised on a chalkboard—and a stay-awhile aesthetic are more synonymous with the independent operators who filled in the retail vacuum that Big Oil left and raised the c-store bar. That said, Big Oil can make
that reach.
“When you have a lot of retail that you can move domestic production of gasoline through, that’s
a good thing.”
“What oil companies have in their DNA of a c-store is different than what a dairy-farm company would
have in its DNA for a c-store,” says Menesi-Bondar, referring to privately owned chains with dairy origins
and increasingly sophisticated foodservice programs such as Wawa, QuickChek and Cumberland
Farms. “Here in the U.S., we are stretching ourselves more toward the dairy farm sort of interpretation.”
Shell’s task is “to start thinking like a regional operator,” says Bona, and he points to examples such as
Maverik. “A lot of these regionals … aren’t afraid to fail. They take risks, they watch the pennies, they’re
innovative, and they keep moving forward. … That’ll be the biggest hurdle for not just Shell, but any major oil company, because it’s not in their DNA, typically.”
While Estepp Energy owns the first Shell Select and can weigh in on the assortment, Shell’s retail team
manages the offer within the store. The consumer value proposition for the brand is fresh and local, says
Brian Kuz, Shell’s head of marketing and innovation for convenience retail. This is communicated by the
Deli by Shell chef-prepared menu and barista-prepared coffee drinks, which are given priority. For example, after Shell conducted a heat-mapping study with VideoMining Corp., it learned that some gondolas
were blocking consumers’ path to the counter area. So the team removed the fixtures and has trimmed
down the SKU count overall to keep navigation more open.
(continued on next page)
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Shell has not yet settled on a single brand strategy for the retail concept; it could be Shell Select or Deli
by Shell. Regardless, “filling it with content is the real thing,” says Menesi-Bondar. “You can call it anything you like, but what that means and how we deliver that customer experience—is it credible, is it really bringing customers back after their first experience?”
Early figures indicate that Shell is hitting the right notes with the new U.S. store brand; according to its
internal research, the customer return rate to the Louisville Shell Select is about 90%. Now the challenge is to develop a proof of concept for Shell Select that it can roll out to its distributor network through
a franchise, likely in the next year to 18 months, and that it can maintain control of through direct-ops.
“We are developing the solutions to both because we do have 14,000 Shell-branded locations, and it’s a
much confirmed need from the wholesalers to get more from Shell than just the fuel solutions,” says Menesi-Bondar. “But also for us to be a credible franchisor and play a bigger role in the market, that’s
where I think the direct company-controlled operation makes sense as well.”
The next Shell Select, due to open in 2019, will likely serve as a flagship location for the retail concept.
Shell is interested in testing larger footprints and features, new trade areas and customer types, and
building upon what it has learned at the Louisville location. The store’s foodservice offer will also build
on the two different foodservice mission types: grab-and-go and full-service.
“Whatever we’re developing, there’s always that end game in mind, that this needs to be relevant and
sticky for the wholesalers as well in the long run,” says Menesi-Bondar. Estepp sees the Shell Select
concept as one way that his company, founded 45 years ago by his father, will last another 45 years.
And he believes it will be the winning model for the future of the industry.
“You’ll have your traditional cigarettes, lottery, you know ... beer-type stores, your consumer packaged
good-type stores, and then you’ll have the more upscale offerings,” Estepp says. “They’ll both appeal to
different customer bases. But I think that this is the way that I would want to go.”
Shell has not set a quota for new Shell Select sites in 2019 and it has not ruled out any modes of expansion, whether organic, a joint venture or even acquisitions. “It’s about getting it right and making sure we
have proof of concept in more than just one place—different circumstances, trade areas, market places,”
says Menesi-Bondar. “But we do have a strong intent to get into more markets and get a bit more scale,
because with scale we will learn different things. So it’s going to come.”
BP’s Retail Move
In contrast to Shell’s direct embrace of U.S. retail as a brand platform, BP is taking a decidedly more nuanced approach—one that lets it benefit from having a dedicated outlet for its fuel but avoid getting enmeshed in the tricky business of retail.
The joint venture in which BP is a minority partner with ArcLight to acquire Thorntons is specifically nonoperating, meaning the store operations will remain in Louisville in the hands of Thorntons’ retail team.
BP and ArcLight have teamed up on other acquisitions, mainly in the midstream and upstream, and this
represents their first pure retail play. It follows reporting in May 2018 by OPIS that Thorntons had retained the services of investment banker Lazard to shop its store network.
“Major oil companies have proven over the years that their core competencies (and financial returns) are
in producing, refining, delivering and marketing quality fuels,” says Ken Shriber, managing director and
CEO of Petroleum Equity Group, Chappaqua, N.Y. “It is not necessary to actually manage and maintain
the operations. That function is better left to the convenience-store experts like Thorntons.”
The appeal for BP is obvious, Shriber says.
(continued on page 16)
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“The Thorntons chain acquisition combines high-volume outlets for BP fuels with a high-quality convenience-store chain sited on a large, visible, accessible and attractive footprint,” he says. “Given the lion’s
share of stores surround BP’s corporate Illinois hubs and their Whiting, Ind., and Toledo, Ohio, refineries, the combination is strategically attractive for them.” Thorntons has more than 70 stores in the Chicago market and 191 stores overall. It ranked No. 42 in CSP’s 2018 Top 202 list of the largest c-store
chains in the U.S.
According to Michael Abendhoff , BP’s director of media affairs, U.S. downstream, based in Chicago,
the sites will retain both the Thorntons store and fuel branding. (BP, Thorntons and ArcLight declined
further comment for this story.) This is a nod to the strength of the Thorntons brand and its retail acumen, say industry analysts.
“I believe that many people bidding on Thorntons saw huge value in the fact that the stores were unbranded,” says Dennis Ruben, executive managing director for NRC Realty & Capital Investors LLC,
Chicago, which assisted BP in the sale of its last company-owned sites in the late 2000s and represented one of the bidders for Thorntons’ stores in 2018. “There was also a prevalent market perception that
the Thorntons name had a lot of value and that the company had done an excellent job of site selection, especially in the desirable Chicago market. Thorntons’ huge fuel volumes certainly became of
keen interest to bidders like BP.”
For Thorntons ownership, the deal, which closed Feb. 11, wasn’t a matter of selling out but accumulating the capital needed to grow faster.
“While we are proud of where we are today, our vision extends well beyond 191 stores in six states,
and we know this new joint venture will help us to accelerate store growth and serve even more guests
every day,” said Matt Thornton, then chairman and CEO of Thorntons, in a press release announcing
the deal. (At press time, Simon Richards, head of regional development for Fuels North America for BP
Products North America, was appointed the new CEO of Thorntons.)
Thorntons has what one former executive, who requested anonymity, describes as “a results-driven”
culture that rewards individuals who exceed expectations. This is especially true of positions from director down to store employees, who are paid competitively in salary and bonus and recognized for their
tenure and customer service excellence. Thornton has a servant-leadership approach, known to handwrite birthday cards to Thorntons’ store managers or gift dinners for wedding anniversaries, for example. At the same time, the chain can prove a demanding environment for senior-level executives, and
the turnover in its C-suite over the past 15 years—including a 2016 restructuring that saw Thornton
temporarily reassume the president position—reflects this.
“To the extent that MLPs were kind of the flavor of the month a couple years ago, I think Big Oil
is the flavor of the month now.”
But Thorntons has shown results for this hustle: a respected brand, growing loyalty program and an
ability to draw fuel volumes with aggressive pricing. In CSP and OPIS’ 2018 Fuels 50 ranking of the
most effective fuel brands [CSP—April ’18, p. 28], Thorntons ranked among the top 20, pricing gasoline
3.58 cents per gallon below its market competition in 2017. (Watch for our most recent list this April.)
While all of the details of the new joint venture are not known, the structure makes sense for BP, says
Steve Montgomery, president of b2b Solutions LLC, Lake Forest, Ill., and a former convenience retail
manager for Amoco Oil Corp. before it was acquired by BP in 1998.
“The major oil companies began seeking ways to share in the profitably of their c-stores without having
to operate them,” he says, pointing to joint ventures in recent years such as the one between Chevron
and Jacksons Food Stores, in which the latter will lead the growth on Chevron’s ExtraMile brand.
(continued on next page)
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“There has been a perception that oil companies have been better at the fuel side of the business than
the convenience-store side, which probably explains why many of them divested their retail operations in
the past,” says Ruben. “However, several of the majors, such as Marathon/Speedway, BP and Shell,
have been active in acquiring retail locations recently. For BP, the Thorntons acquisition will certainly
provide a solid base for expanding into the retail side of the business.”
Future M&A
There’s an old industry saying: When a major oil is selling stores, you buy; when it is buying stores, you
sell. Most relevant to today’s M&A cycle, Big Oil has a reputation of paying very well for assets. Take
the Thorntons acquisition. The terms of the deal were not disclosed, but BP had a leg up on many of its
competitors, Ruben says.
“At the end of the day, BP enjoyed a competitive advantage in bidding on Thorntons because it didn’t
need a middleman to provide fuel to the company,” says Ruben.
“We have some good deals coming down the road and we’re putting together prospect lists, and the major oil companies that have been buyers are clearly on the list in every deal that we were looking at,” he
says.
He sees Big Oil taking the place of master limited partnerships (MLPs) as a dominant buyer in the
months ahead. MLPs suffered from years of rampant growth and became overleveraged after rewarding
unit holders with higher distributions.
“To the extent that MLPs were kind of the flavor of the month a couple of years ago, I think Big Oil is the
flavor of the month now,” Ruben says. “A lot of these MLPs, their stocks [have] been beat up pretty bad.
A couple of companies are trying to become MLPs and they haven’t been able to go public yet because
of the market conditions.”
Will these future retail maneuvers by Big Oil take a more traditional route—e.g., Shell acquires large cstore chain—or could private-equity partnerships prove popular? Petrowski of Yesway sees advantages
with the latter model.
“Private equity has capital to burn, and while it is hard to believe BP, Shell, ConocoPhillips or any of the
majors need capital, a partnership with [private equity] can bring not only incremental capital but another
set of eyes that know the space,” he says. “I would expect the BP-ArcLight-Thorntons [model] is just the
first of several to come. There are five major oil companies and six private-equity firms in search of the
next Thorntons.”

Petro-Fund Update – Important Notice

According to Joel Fischer (Executive Director of the Petro Fund) the
unencumbered balance of the Petrofund fee has dropped below
$4 million, the Petrofund Board voted to impose the Petrofund fee at their
meeting earlier this week. The fee will be 'turned on' for the four-month period of July 1, 2019 to October 31, 2019.
The MSSA will continue to update this information every month.
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER DIRECTORY
Accountants
LMV Corporation
Ron Velander

952-457-7153

Advertising/
App Design/Media
Allover Media Inc.
Ben Enger

763-762-2013

Appraisers/Commercial
Brokers
Petroleum Marketers Svc, Inc.
Mark Montag
952-435-9822

Auto Parts Supplier
NAPA Auto Parts
Danniel Johnson
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson

952-924-1213
651-405-7645

AUTOMOTIVE TRAINING
NewGate School
Wayne Hanson

612-378-0177

Eby-Brown Co. LLC
Jesse Rundquist
320-249-4534
Farner-Bocken Company
Bruce Milbrandt 800-555-1088 x7444
Henry’s Foods
Dale Erickson
800-726-5299
Lynco Distribution, Inc
Zac McCall
612-865-0275

Blendco Systems
Brent Anderson
763-567-3324
Professional Carwash Systems, Inc.
Bob Englund
763-550-1001
Reliable Plus Car Wash
Cary Fritsvold
952-888-8023

Credit Card Processing
972-324-5509

Credit Card Processing
Transport

ATM Machines/Novelty
Games

EchoSat Communications Group, Inc.
Mark Carl
859-389-8700 x106

Universal Money Centers
Jerry Spain
913-831-0248
Danielle Skinner
913-244-3249

Dairy/Ice Cream

Attorneys

Brown’s Ice Cream
Patrick Nelson
Polka Dot Dairy, Inc.
Pat Pettit

Kirsten Libby

651-487-1208

Gary E. Persian
Ned E. Ostenso

952-933-2390
952-933-2390

Nolan, Thompson & Leighton

Randy Thompson

952-405-7171

Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A.

Tami Diehm
Jim Kierking

612-604-6658
612-604-6651

651-438-2793

Interstate Batteries
Dan Hartel
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson

952-345-1190
651-405-7645

Beverages/COFFEE
American Bottling Company
Mark Mathewson
651-552-3582
Pepsi Bottling Group
Julia Yngsdal
612-282-1079

C-Store Supplier
Chambers & Owen
Gary Christensen
Core-Mark International
Christina Larson

651-308-2638
763-545-3700
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Health Insurance
Haas Managed Benefits
Bill Haas

Arctic Glacier Ice
Jon Stelley

763-421-6153

651-455-0410

Information Services
Automotive Management Network
Tom Ham
612-299-9298

Insurance
McNamara Company
Patrick McNamara
Aleisha McNamara
Mitchell McNamara

651-426-0607
651-426-0607
651-426-0607

Investments/ Financial
Waddell & Reed, Inc.
Matt Anderson

Ascentium Capital LLC
Len Baccaro
Tony Zieglar

Electrical– Lighting

LIGHTING

Norske Electric, Inc
Brevik Tharaldson

Apadana Lighting
Ehssan Taghizadeh

952-443-4113

952-884-1503

281-902-1931
281-883-5005

612-385-7684

Environmental

Lottery

Bay West LLC
Donovan Hannu
Tanknology
Robert Cox

651-291-3424

MN State Lottery
Steve Addabbo

800-666-5301

Loyalty/apps/rewards

Environmental rebates

Batteries

800-336-6328

Lenders/Financial
612-378-1075

Libby Law Office
Merrigan, Brandt, Ostenso & Cambre, P.A.

Wenzel’s Farm LLC
Lane Nelson

Ice Vendors

Car Wash

Chase Paymentech
Doug Megow

Food Services

Center For Energy and Environment
Bruce Gerth
612-244-2424
Kristen Funk
612-335-3487

Ethanol
Growth Energy
Mike O’Brien

Tecmark
Brent Harms
Jesse Parker

651-635-8233

612-746-4771
612-746-5095

Member Services/
Associations
American Lung Association
Jon Hunter
651-268-7601

952-212-3380

Food Services
7th Avenue Pizza
Patrick Nelson
612-378-1075
Chanticlear Frozen Pizza
Ryan Elsner
612-619-8064
Deli Express
Scott Donley
952-294-2145
Hunts Brothers Pizza
Aaron Hobbs
1-816-210-6143

Newspaper
Star Tribune
Jim Piga

612-673-4833

Office Supplies
Network Business Supplies Inc.
Brett Cohn
651-207-1077
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER DIRECTORY
Payroll
Paychex LLC.
Courtney Bode

Propane
319-430-3418

Petroleum Equipment/
Services
CSC Service Works
Doug Wagner
800-247-8363
MN Petroleum Service, Inc.
Gerald Swan
763-780-5191
O’Day Equipment LLC
Dan O’Day
763-230-7630
Pump & Meter Service, Inc.
Mike Eicher
952-933-4800
Zahl - Petroleum Maintenance
Brian Larson
612-331-8550

Petroleum/Lubricants
Adium Oil Co.
Dean Mielke
320-356-7350
Dehn Oil
Ron Dehn
763-421-5571
Dooley’s Petroleum
Randy Dooley
320-875-2641
Fuel Service DJ’s Mart LLC
John Salden
715-723-1701
Hartland Fuel Products LLC
Ray Colbert
608-797-3930
Lakeside Oil
Brad Schneider
320-360-9988
Colleen Mercil
612-501-5117
Mielke Oil Co., Inc.
Douglas Mielke
320-632-4085
Molo Oil Co., Inc.
Mark Molo
563-557-7540
Rahn’s Oil & Propane
Dave Rahn
320-256-3680
Severson Oil
Josh Severson
507-452-4743
United Farmers Coop
Scott Trebelhorn
507-647-6620
Waterford Oil
Gary Lynch
507-645-5659

Petroleum Reporting
OPIS/AXXIS Petroleum
Donna Harris

888-301-2645

Petroleum Transport
D&J Transport Inc.
Josh Selbrade
Danco LTD
Dan & Jodi Gerads

Premier Propane
Jason Scribner
Rahn’s Oil & Propane
Dave Rahn

612-839-1569
320-256-3680

Refrigeration
Maintenance
Quality Refrigeration
Bob Forder
612-861-7350
Market Mechanical
Mark & Robin Duffney 763-315-4000

Retail Signage
Digital Art Services
Katherine Rugg
Rose City Canopy
Corey Goodwin

MSSA Business
Hours:

651-354-3564
218-738-3188

Security System,
Monitoring &
Surveillance
Digital Surveillance Concepts LLC
Dan Nordsletten
701-261-2488
Electro Watchman Inc.
Security Systems
Chris Simpson
651-262-6337

Monday - Friday
8:30am-4:30pm

Softener Salt and
Washer Fluid

MSSA Services

Paramount Marketing/ SunSoft Salt
Brooke Taney
612-866-1980
Splash
Manny Flores
763-472-0262
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson
651-405-7645

•

Tobacco

•

Altria/Phillip Morris USA
Garth Alston
608-251-0195
RAI Trade Marketing Services
Michael Brown

•

•

•

Department of Labor
Information
Legislative and Lobbying
Legal Support
Drive off Support
Industry Information

Trucking Services/
Wrecker
Twin Cities Wrecker Sales
Rod Pellow
651-488-4210

507-413-0384
320-743-2006

Propane
Dooley’s Petroleum
Randy Dooley
320-875-2641
Hartland Fuel Products LLC
Ray Colbert
608-779-6526
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Uniforms
Cintas Corporation
Brad Beyer

763-391-5684

Used Oil
Loe’s Oil
Brian Loe

507-625-5278

* All advertisers and Associated Members listed in
the Newsline should be judged on an individual
basis. When you are looking for a specific product
or service, please use your best business judgment.
The Association cannot endorse or guarantee
suppliers’ products or services.
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MSSA Annual
Meeting

MSSA Board
Meeting

April 25, 2019

May 16, 2019

Burger Moe’s
242 7th St W
St. Paul, MN
55102

10:00 a.m.

Meeting 11:00a.m.
Lunch to Follow

MSSA Office
242 7th St W
St. Paul, MN
55102

**Save The Date**
2019 MSSA Annual
Golf Outing
July 18, 2019
The Wilds Golf Club
3151 Wilds Ridge
Prior Lake, MN 55372

We’re on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/MnServiceStationAssociation
“Serving Our Members Since 1966

800-752-4884
651-487-1983

FAX: 651-487-2447
www.MNSSA.com

